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Nouns 

A noun is a word used to name a person, place, thing, or idea. 

 

We can classify nouns in three ways: 

o Proper or common nouns 

o Abstract or concrete nouns 

o Collective nouns 

 

A common noun does not name a particular person, place or thing. (dog, girl, school) 

A proper noun names a particular person, place, or thing. (Lassie, Laylah, Pine Elementary) 

 

A concrete noun names an object that can be perceived by the senses. (box, hat, car) 

An abstract noun names a quality, characteristic, or idea. (love, bravery) 

 

A collective noun names a group. (herd, gaggle) 
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 Exercise 1                                                                    � 

Write the words in the word bank in the appropriate column in the table below. You may  

use some words more than once.  Check off each word as you use it. 

Word Bank 

� John � cattle � table � city 

� girl � Kabah � team � bravery 

� beauty � country � Safiyah � sock 

� plate � hate � planet � gaggle 

� crowd � weakness � Iowa � Yemen 

� Muhammad � Miami � man � love 

� White House � cat � box � hat 

� courage � class � strength � pride 

proper common abstract concrete collective 
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Exercise 2           � 

Circle all the nouns in the paragraph below. Above each noun, write the numbers as follows to tell  

what kind of noun it is: 

 

1 - Proper noun      2 - Common noun      3 - Abstract noun      4 - Concrete noun      5 - Collective noun 

Some nouns may have more than one number written above them. 

 

Laylah lives in Florida. She attends Pine 

Elementary School.  Her favorite subject is 

English. She has a brother named Ahmed.  He 

likes to ride bikes. He also plays on a soccer 

team. Ahmed and Laylah visited their 

grandparents in Meccah during Hajj.  They 

were amazed at the crowds of people they 

saw on the streets. After visiting the Kabah, 

they had a greater love for Islam. 
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Exercise 3                � 

 

Write a noun that fits each clue. 

 

1. Write a proper noun for: 
the President of the United States  

2. Write a proper noun for: the house the President lives in  

3. Write a proper noun for: a pizza place  

4. Write a proper noun for: a grocery store  

5. Write a proper noun for: someone in your family  

6. Write a common noun for: a four legged animal  

7. Write a common noun for: what you live in  

8. Write a common noun for: your mother’s dad  

9. Write a common noun for: meat between two slices of bread  

10. Write a common noun for: piece of clothing  

11. Write a collective noun for: a group of wolves  

12. Write a collective noun for: a group of people  

13. Write a collective noun for: a group of cows  

14. Write a collective noun for: a group of soccer players  

15. Write a collective noun for: a group of fish  

16. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of weakness  

17. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of ugliness  

18. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of love  

19. Write an abstract noun for:   opposite of lie  
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Answer Key to Exercise 1: 

 

Answer key to Exercise 2:  

 

proper common abstract concrete collective 

John girl beauty girl crowd 

Muhammad country courage plate cattle 

White House cat hate cat class 

Kabah team weakness Kabah team 

Miami planet strength box gaggle 

Safiyah man bravery table pride 

Iowa city love planet  

Yemen  pride man  

   hat  

   team  

   city  
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Answer Key to Exercise 3: 

 

1. Write a proper noun for: 
the President of the United States answer may vary 

2. Write a proper noun for: the house the President lives in White House 

3. Write a proper noun for: a pizza place answer may vary 

4. Write a proper noun for: a grocery store answer may vary 

5. Write a proper noun for: someone in your family answer may vary 

6. Write a common noun for: a four legged animal answer may vary 

7. Write a common noun for: what you live in answer may vary 

8. Write a common noun for: your mother’s dad grandfather 

9. Write a common noun for: meat between two slices of bread sandwich 

10. Write a common noun for: piece of clothing answer may vary 

11. Write a collective noun for: a group of wolves pack 

12. Write a collective noun for: a group of people crowd, group 

13. Write a collective noun for: a group of cows herd 

14. Write a collective noun for: a group of soccer players team 

15. Write a collective noun for: a group of fish school 

16. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of weakness strength 

17. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of ugliness beauty 

18. Write an abstract noun for: opposite of love hate 

19. Write an abstract noun for:   opposite of lie truth 

 


